Reliable and Perfect Price.

iTSCOM Data SIM

iTSCOM Data SIM

+ terminal (mobile router)

iTSCOM Data SIM

+ terminal (smartphone type)

Connect to various devices!

Are you interested in reasonable smartphones?

You can connect to up to 10 tablets and wireless game devices at the
same time while you are away from home.

Use it as a second phone only for data,
and you can get a great convenience
together with the other mobile phone.

Fuji Soft + F FS020W
* Transmission rate: Maximum 150 Mbps downlink / 50 Mbps uplink
* You can use the SIM card for monthly fees from the 25th month.

iTSCOM Data SIM
You can use it in various mobile terminals! *
Choose from the three types of
iTSCOM Data SIM cards according to
your terminal type.
ZTE blade V6(Silver)

* High speed data communication is activated when
our SIM cards are plugged into SIM free terminals and
some of NTT DOCOMO terminals. * Please note upon
application that they cannot be guaranteed to work on
your terminal. * 3,000 yen will be charged when you
change your SIM card type.

HUAWEI P9 lite(Gold)

* Our SIM card is only for data communication.
You need to install a voice call app for voice call.
* Transmission rate: Maximum 150 Mbps downlink / 50 Mbps uplink.
* All colors may not be in stock.

Communication Fees (month/card)

5GB Plan
Regular fee

yen

nano
SIM card

micro
SIM card

standard SIM card

* Only communication fee is charged when your contract is only for Data SIM card.

7GB Plan
iTSCOM service users

Three SIM card types

iTSCOM service users

yen

yen

2GB Plan
Regular fee

iTSCOM service users

Regular fee

yen

yen

yen

Terminal Device Fees (month/unit)

Smartphone type
iTSCOM service users

yen

months

Mobile router
Regular fee
yen

iTSCOM service users

months

yen

Regular fee

months

yen

months

* All prices are tax excluded.
What’s
more

The same coverage area as NTT DOCOMO!
It has the same coverage as NTT DOCOMO
smartphones and cell phones.*
Stable transmission rate everywhere in Japan.
* As of October 2016
* Coverage of Xi(LTE) and FOMA(3G)

What’s
おすすめ
more

Unused data is carried
forward to the next month!
The data that has not been used will
be added to the next month’s data.

0.5GB

1.5GB

2GB

[iTSCOM Data SIM Notes] * iTSCOM Data SIM cards can only be used for SIM free terminals and some of NTT DOCOMO terminals. * Limit to five cards per person or legal entity. * Transmission rate depends on your area,
terminal and environment. Also the Transmission rate may be limited depending on how you use the service. * XI and FOMA are registered trademark and trademark of NTT DOCOMO. * Manufacturer's warranty period for
the terminals purchased from iTSCOM is one year (starting from the day you get the terminal/the day the terminal arrives at your home, and the beginning of the service). * The contract period is two years starting from the next
month of the day the service starts to be provided. You can choose either to return the terminal device or to continue the contract at the end of the contract period or when you cancel the contract during the contract period. *
When you are a user of iTSCOM Data SIM+terminal Plan, the service will be automatically changed to iTSCOM Data SIM Plan at the end of the contract period. * Data SIM+terminal Plan applies only to the models on the
iTSCOM’s available model list, and the basic monthly fees are subject to change when the list is revised. * After the communication traffic volume exceeds 2GB, the transmission rate will be limited to 200kbps. This restriction
should be cancelled on 12:00 a.m. of the first day of the next month. * Initial fee and plan change fee is required 3000 yen for each contract. * On cancellation of iTSCOM Data SIM+terminal Plan during the contract period, you
must pay the balance of the fee all at once. * This service is available only in Japan. * Universal service fee will be charged separately. * You will pay the terminal device fee in monthly payments over 24 months.

It’s fun to be connected beyond your imagination!

iTSCOM Tablet Service

10

Even more connected to
your family and friends!
You can communicate more with your family
and friends by videophones and photographs.

7

Smooth Internet experience
away from home!

inches
Bring your entertainment to
life on the large screen.

inches

Get helpful information when you go out!
Use it effortlessly. Setup is easy with support.

ASUS ZenPad 10
(Z300CNL)

Compact size. Easy to carry.
ASUS ZenPad 7.0
(Z370KL)

Another TV!
If you are a TV Service user, you can enjoy the same broadcasting and
recorded videos anywhere at home. You can also watch a different channel.

* You need a SIM card separately for an unlocked tablet.
However, you can use it without a SIM card under a Wi-Fi environment.

* Available only with compatible STB (Set-Top Box).

For your everyday use. Convenient Apps.

CableGate
Remote

CableGate Remote

PONiTS

If you are a iTSCOM TV Service
user, you can watch the same
broadcasting and recorded videos.
You can also make timer recording
reservation easily from the
recommended program list.

Web Site for the
premium tickets,
sales campaigns and
other tickets available
in the areas along the
Tokyu line.

PONiTS

Weather Information

Internet

Local Information
Internet connection
app. Pinpoint relevant
data using keyword
searches.

Internet

Traffic Information
Information Along the Tokyu Line

* Available only with compatible Set-Top Box.

Tablet and home app plus iTSCOM Tokoton Support at this price!
iTSCOM Service user

Unlocked
Tablet ¹*

＋

＋

Home App

(Setup support included)

If you use it outside the home,
the combination with iTSCOM Data SIM is the best!
Unlocked
Tablet ¹*

Home App

iTSCOM
Tokoton Support
(Setup support included)

yen/month/unit

1,8002,300

=

iTSCOM
Tokoton Support

yen/
month/unit *24 months contract

(Regular Free:

2GB Plan

iTSCOM
Data SIM ²*

5GB Plan
7GB Plan

*24 month contract

yen/month/unit)

2,780
= 3,780
= 4,480
=

yen/month/unit
yen/month/unit
yen/month/unit

* All prices are tax excluded. *1 A separate contract processing fee of 3,000 yen will be charged for each contract. *2 A separate contract processing fee of 3,000 yen will be charged for each connection.

iTSCOM Tokoton Support
Leave everything to us. From the initial setup and Internet
connection to how to use and malfunction of your tablet, we will
quickly support you with free call and support visits.

Extended Warranty Service

Warranty Coverage
We will exchange the device in
the event of unexpected product
failure and dropping it on the
ground or into the water.

Contract
Starting Date

Trouble? Don’t know how? We’ll take care of it!

Optional
Services

Regular Warranty
Manufacturer’s Warranty Period
Extended Warranty
Manufacturer’s Warranty Period

* This service is for the tablets of
Data SIM and Tablet Service.

37Months Warranty
Maximum

Worry Free

Extended Warranty Period

* Extended Warranty Service must be signed up on application for the Tablet Service. The warranty only applies to the tablet

[iTSCOM Service Notes] * A full-time Internet connection is needed to use this service. Normal operation is not guaranteed under any other circumstances. * An unlocked tablet needs a SIM card. If you do not have a SIM card,
you can still use your tablet under a wireless LAN environment. SIM card type: micro SIM (15mm×12mm) * Upon signing up for iTSCOM Tablet Service, you are required to agree to “Home App Terms of Service” and
“iTSCOM Tokoton Service Terms of Service”. * A separate contract processing fee of 3,000 yen will be charged for each contract. * The service period is 2 years starting from the first day of the next month of the service start
day. * The contracts of Home App and iTSCOM Tokoton Support are automatically renewed at the end of the contract periods unless you cancel them. The tablet will be given to you at the end of the contract period or when
you cancel the contract during the contract period. * You are required to sign up for iTSCOM Tablet Service and iTSCOM Tokoton Support (500 yen/month) at the same time. During the 24 months contract period of iTSCOM
Tablet Service, a discount of 500 yen from 1,800 yen monthly fee is applied. * You cannot cancel Home App or iTSCOM Tokoton Support separately during the contract period. *If you cancel the contract during the contract
period, a contract cancellation fee according to the remaining period is incurred.
[iTSCOM Tokoton Support Notes] *iTSCOM Tokoton Support is provided for the iTSCOM Service users. iTSCOM Tokoton Support covers only the services you are using.

